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The Systematic ObServation_of Teaching

My contribution s seminar will be concerned with the

work that I ha undertaken in the University of Aberdeen.

Conventional microteaching techni4ues have been successfully.

,employed. In this work, however-, I have-attempted to see, if

I' could apply sysiematicobeervation techniques to

lecturer training..

In Dublin,'I wad systematic Observation (FIAC categories)

to make more objective the supervisory element in microteaching

. ,. -.

training.<(MbAieese, V73) I have, found that the FTAC-tyt'6.
vs ./. _

7- 4

categories provided an objective frat&ork for 'slipe W -4'.

.
'11,.. es..

. .., .4.4:,:. , , kte..,,
. i 'c...

sessions. I was- therefore h
'1(sry keenAdr,tee ifitherd

' , 44;, .5...x.
,?.c.,,-.#-,.

,.L,-, -J..... r ,,, AV-,_ ,, .-

approach couldbe-faken with.unr#ps#47-2,leOul.,
.,i/

g begin

with I decided to_copcentrate on,lotkixing
'

(didqctic or
J 0 , '. ,

Mcdologue ieachIng) - aftO 15'inbilillS.I have 'some hopes of

'

increasing the coverage of the technique to tutorials and
O

practicais, but-in the first instance the work has been

concerned with lecturing. This decision to concentrate oh

lectures was taken primarily on groUnds of convenience. The

-attraction of systematic obserVition'to tutorials -was Out-
.

-weighed by the fact that even im 1973 lecturers still find 4

most of their teaching time, in _formal lectures!. In practicer.

lecturing iasstill, to thoSe involved in training, the more

important activity (a point which may not be innovative, but

reflects the aspectofithe t-siners role concerned with.

maintaining the status quo.) Although initially I was hopeful

that Simon and Boyer (1970) could give me some leads to

_
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.possible observation .systems, this was not possible. I had

to start from scratch in- the con's'truction,, validation and

implementation of a new-category system. LeCturing and

lecturers I discovered were different in several ways from

I \

either what is irreverently called tping-pongt teaching or from
-

any-other type of-teaching analysed in Mii.rors.

Firstlyr lecturing is basically non-interactive: it is

monologue. Although this may.or may not be desirable depending

on onets viewpoint, lectUringis not 66% teacher talks(e.g.

secondary 1ping-pongt) but 100% teacher talk: Therefore, any

system of interaction analysis had tobedi'scounted.

Secondly, the teachers that I was to be dealing with were

by and large blissfully ignorant °reduce-U.0nel jargon:- -Du

might say that this is ari advantage, but it does.POse piblems

when one thinks of using same system that_i-baseOn

instructional concepts inbedded in eduCationai phraseology,

e.g. Taba or Aschner and Gallagher. (Taba, Levine and Freedman,

1967; Aschner and Gallagher, 1965), ,r

Thirdly, I required a systeM that would b applicable to

all the various disciplines in the university - from medicine

to mathematics: A requirement that may need modification in

light of the diversity in style shown by some of my colleagues

in various subjects that we have looked a;,.

It was decided that the system should provide a technique"

that the. lecturers coulduse-to systematise their discUssions

microlectures or real lectures either recorded on 'tape or live.

Using the Simon and Boyer (1970). classification, I" was looking

for the system that could be described by the following.

'At
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parameters. It can be:-
. '

Used on any subject matter.

2. The sole _subject ot obsetvation isthe lecturer._

3. Only_one_lecturer_need_be.;..observed.;at_any one time.

4. It should be able to be used in research, training

and evaluation.

Data must be able to be collected live, using one

observer.-

.6. The coding'unit should be time units.

I decided using these parameters to tobserve4 the pedagogic

.
structure of the lecture. I had the Choideof looking at

what Might be called either the gon-verbal, the Verbal or the

Content aspects of lecturing. Verbal Structure was chosen in

the first instance as it proVided fewest' problems givens the

constraints of didactic teaching and the nature of the

-lecturers.

The analysis of verbal structure was also chosen as it

provided what can be called a meta-langdage of supervision.

As most of the lectu er training in Aberdeen is involved with

heterogeneous.groups.oflecturers, a problem is that one has

:in the same course mathematicians, chemists; geologistsl, etc.

The variety of discipline represented is by and large an

advantage, but when it comes to discussing the indiiridual

content of microlectures the trainer is presented with 'some-

thing.of a problem. The participant s;, teaching their own

subject, find that comparisons between lectures is also very

difficult. As this is one of the key elements of the

training - that is making peer comparisons, a system that
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alleviates this problem is to be preferred. By analysing the

content of lectures in terms of Teaching Points, Examples,

Asides, etc. if is possible to construct d' very simple meta-language

of instructibL
..-

Figure 1 about here

The categories, in Figure 1 are' the words Of this language and

also thu'syqtem of observaticin itself. The participants are

able to communicate their value judgments about their lectures

by using this ianguage,.instead of Using.mathematical,

chemical or geological terms. Taking this metaphor just a

little further I hope that it may be possible to construct a

grammar of lecturing,' although this is not possible at.

pTesent. The construction Of the grammar can be thought of as

the research element of this ongoing study.

,Having, now desribed. how I came to use the system and

having given you some idea of its application let me-say'how

I have used the system in training and research, (a note on

the reliability and validity of the system is contained in

the Appendix to this 'paper).

TRAI6ING

One reason for using a systematic observation system is to

I
give a_high degree of structure to the supervisory session\in

thelmicroteaching cycle. Normally when the trainees have

viewed their microlecture the supervisor adopts a non-directive

role and-using peer criticism to emphasise points - he

"shaposo in- a non-threatening way the behaviour of the trainee.



Sessions like this, no matter how good the supervisor is,,can

become rather rambling and mare non-directive than desired!

Systematic observation data_gives.a_focus-to-the-discussian and

also provides data that describe the teaching performance in

terms that have unique meanings. Before the category system

can be used the trainees must learn the system and this

requires an initial traini g session that is devoted to shaping

.

the trainees t behaviour in `recognising and -recording the.

various categories. Tigure 2 summarises this process.

Figure 2 about here

Having completed the training, the lectuyers should' bfe

able to listen to a lecture and reliably cd the content on

to a Time - Line Display (TLD). The TLD is used as it permits

quick inspection of the lecture and keepS the data in its

original sequence. Further, the TLD allows- the `trainees -to-

look for what we are calling-the 'profile of the lecture'.

That is the number of "ups" aadndownstt, etc.- that can- be seen

in category changes.

Figure 3 about here

JP'During the actual training ,sessions this information is

used=by trainer and trainee as data. That is, if the trainee

want's to make-a-point abot a certain aspect of the lecture, he

can refer to the TLD -reran !objectives evaluation or record of
4

the lecture at that, point. He can use the data to facilitate

. .

explanations of why any part-of the lecture was less good than

other parts. The trainee can refer back to a particular point
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in the lecture and find out whether the content analysis can, help

explain why the leature-seemed to go wrong. This type of

arr, ysis begs for iNormst to be established for differeht types-

of lcturing. It is this stage of the research. that we are now

'raping on to as we intend to undertake a study of lecturing in

Aberdeen and apply these categories to a variety of lectures

ah atteinpt to establish some idea of 'Norms', This work

has just started and so-far we have no usable- results: -Me are

undertaking a correlational study and we hope to look for

, .

relationships between lecturer verbal behaviour, -(teaching

effectiveness ?) and student.perforhiance% It is alSo our

intention to take the correlational study further by bttablish-

,

ing what may 8e causal relationships in experiilental studies.

'Leeme conclude this contributidh by reportihg on a-small

scale stigy thatsI under)ook earlier thiS 'y-ear in an attempt to

investigate how this systematic observation was received by
P

lecturers in trdining. I used a 2 x' 2- design for -the

independent variables. Variable A Systematic observation

vs. Conventional feedback. Variable B .... Audio only

augmented feedback vs. CCTV augmented feedback. The dependent

variable was the attitude of the trainees to each of the four

treatments. Not a very() 'strong' variable but one that we feel

is important if this developmental work is to, succeed. Using

multiple choice and, open -ended questions for the dependent

variable there was no signifiCant difference between groups.

A result that was in one sense not unexpected due to the crudity,-__

of the depoldent variable. However, other-explahations of

the non-significant-differences that are of core immediate
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Interest to my work would be that there was alazte kawthorne

..effect on our tiWnees. ,However the open-ended questions

indicated that the trainees did accent thii new type of

training and we are further encouraged by follow-up that the

-lecturers can do themselves. I think that this follow-up is

particularly attractive as.after the initial training is over,

as the lecturer applies the categories to their own lecturing

In vivo and attempts to find 'behavioural explanations of

z.

successful or 'disastrous' lectures.

embryo.

This work is still in

'My 'esea.i'ch. and developirient-T7t;ted: it will

I hope betpossible in another year or so, to make a more

objective evaluation of its efficacy. At'preient we have

still a ldt of problems to solve. Tor exaiiiple, how 411o'

measure change in behaviour, haw to make statistical comparisons

between 'profiles'.. Looking back to the early sixties I think

that this work is in about the Same positiOn as the obServation.

SyStems were in abouf1962 or 1963. I am, however, hopeful

of similarly sucCessiU1 termihatio of itS gestation period!.

II
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APPFIDIX

The Reliability and Validity of the Categories''

-

1. The starting point of the system is the researah reported by

Gage (1968).. In .this he suggested that one.element of

lecturing that might discriminate between effective-and

ineffective lecturers was their ability to relate examples (Egs)

to teaching points (Rules). . This fvul=egf unit, he suggested,

is found more in effective than in ineffective lecturers.
..

Rules (Points) and Examples give the, first two categories of''

the -system. to -

2. The other categories were-devised.by systematically

observing lecturing and deciding on recognisable events. that

make up the rest of this didactic teaching (McAleese, *972).

ize

In initial trials it was found that lecturing could be very

crudely divided into (Points Wp:EXalliples (E)) and

MANAGEMENT. Themanagement section could be sut-divided into

two.categoriesv Asides, that were instructional in -intent (O.)

and Asides that were nen-anstructional, or useless (Au),

in relation to the teaching of the topic. The fifth categorY

ww3 added as it'was decided to analyse the content using a

time unit Method of sampling and a dustbin category was

required. ti

3. Analysis of the sentence. structure of lectures indicated

that on average the time taken to sayne recognisable,
4

_'thought (Taba, 1967) .... e.,g. Point, Example was

11.00 seconds. Using this piece of information, it was

,
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decided to adopt a 6 second time unit for, sampling, in training
-

. .r .

.at least: Some other work using 3 second intervals hasbeen

attempted as the shorter time unit causes fewer 'decisions

. ,

about multiple coding, during any partictlar time unit.- The

Otk. .

shorter ,sampling is also more applicable to and
r,

validation.' The laliUity of this point is still to be
. .

,

established. If the mean time off, a thought unit is

greater, than the length of coding-time unit, then there may

.0

be problems in-using conventional t-A' statistics.
0

e4

4. The five,categories were applied on two occasions to

e
samples of teaching with the following results. Clearly,

Examples are the most difacult to operationalise and

theretore to observe.

1 aboUt here

'N1

This gave a measure of the Construct reliability or Stability:

of the system.

5. A measure of ,the concurrent validity of the system was
4

attempt6d by devisihg a 12 _point rating-scaleinStrurent that-

paralleled'the gbs*ation sygtem and applying this to

18 samples of lecturing. A test-reteSt reliability Coefftcient

Correlations fol.for 'the rating scale was estimated, as 0:6

each of the categories wi-ih the rating instrument are found

in Table 2.

Table 2 about here

a

a

6., Further and more detailed validation o the -system Is undefway.
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CONTENT ANALYSIS OF LECTURING (C.-.4,-.-1.--..)-

1.

4. Glossary

.,41L teachingjoint, part of an argument

6i...thes1-. An iteM of,information,

an 9 son, a fact, a generalization,

a Immaciple or concept. Lecturer's

\\

Coding Unit svpb11202,

own opinillft or-tfuoting another ,
.

4uthorit. . .. l POINT v P
f .

.... . if,
4 .s ''

a

p- Axamies, zOnted td teaching ,points. . ,
- .

.. , 4 % ,

Comparitots, a concrete example of a.
..-

. . ,

teaohing point. 'too
. EXAMPLE E.

. .

, .

1 .

, 'Verbal behaviour o.' relevance to r wq ft

1.
the lecture but not intended as"p'art

.

.

'of an argument or the.:sis: ) : ASIDE . Ai
(Instructional),

i

C

_References, Obj4ctitries: or aims - :

kelevant tc the lecture orccOUrsecf

le res. Summarizing teaching

4points made in other lectures,
. .1

V

.

A non-Anstrucaonal side'. 'Comments

Of no direOt reUvance to topic of ASIDE
(Non-:instructional:leaure. Greetings', tension

/useless)-
rekakets, .direeti'ons, jokes or

itre1evaex6iPles.

Verbal lehaviout that is uncodable.

Confution'Or silence.

communication. Writing an blackboard,
4

using A-V aid;. Stud&t Talk.

.

-

14,Figure 1 : The Categories:
a

S

*
.*

4 '4.

a
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.DAY 1)Y,

-'Trainin--7 in Observation System

video tikpc of_lectur!t in-lecturt!leatre.

Z, -Discuss

The categories of the ob'servatien system
c

4. Listen,to ey:aMples-of-oattgor,ies

5. L;gton to lecture (same as 1), lOoking for examples of categories

6. Discdss

Code.tranScription of ltctures (same as 1)

8: The Time-line display (TLD)

9. Transfr coding of lecture (7.) to TLD

10. Sampling of 'teaching behaviour (3 seconds; 6 seconds-)'

Il. Code Typescript of lecture' (game' as 1) at 6 second-intervals

12. Transfer typescript (11.) to TLD

13.. 5,amplihg at 6, second.intervals,(iisten to timing)

.14, Listen tp lecturt.(.same as,/)

T1. Code. lecture dt6.second.intervals

r6. Transfer lecture, (15.) to TLD

same as
. .

St7s.zioy

1. VipoLape Lecturer.; 1 Lo - 9 Nc.flJt.e.

2. Code first 5 minutes lectures .1

3. Code last 5 minutes, lectures. 3 and 4 (as a .group).

Replay.lazture 1

5. ])iscliss, with cociings
-2)

6. Replay lecture 2

7. Discuss,with codings

.8. Replay lectUre'3

9. Discuss, with-codings

10. Replay lecture 4 -

114 Discuss, with codings

12. Evaluate the recordings and the codings

ft

Figure: . raining,Programme

14
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Coded at 3 sec. intervals

SUMMARY

P 20 50%

12.5%

Ai 12 33.4%

Au

X 3 4.1%

COder-

R.McA

Curer

Mr. James

Date

-25/4/73

...,1,ength.

1 mins
. Secs.

tm/73/0033

10 20 -30

X IX X

X

E

NOTES:

Figure 3: Time Line DisplayProfile for -Lecture
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Category Percentage A reement 11r= 29

E_ °

Ai

Au

X

57%

98%

93%

97%

Table

Stability Coefficients for the Categories

(tea days between two observations,. one

trained observer:)

110

1

C

Y.



Category- --
- Proddc-t___ Moment-

. s

Correlation

P .51

E

, .

..82

.

P + E

.

.54 .

Ai .75

Au

.._

.4... . ..

- zi.a.4..
-----1. .

-Ai +

....,

.75
-

'

=

12 point rating scale

(n.a. not en,u-gh ci4ta)

Table 2_:

Concurrent Validity of the ategories

21
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